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Jace, Ash, and Gabe, three powerful friends, share everything--even women, but when they meet Bethany, Jace is
determined to be the only man in her life, even if it means jeopardizing his lifelong friendships.
Never mix business with pleasure. Never bring politics into the bedroom. In a way I did both when I took Jackson
Rutledge as a lover. I can't say I wasn't warned. Two years later, he was back. Walking into a deal I'd worked hard to
close. Under the tutelage of Lei Yeung, one of the sharpest businesswomen in New York, I had picked up a thing or two
since Jax walked away. I wasn't the girl he once knew, but he hadn't changed. Unlike the last time we'd drifted into each
other's lives, I knew exactly what I was dealing with... and how addictive his touch could be. The inner circle of glamour,
sex, and privilege was Jax's playground--but this time, I knew the rules of the game. In the cutthroat business world, one
adage rules all: keep your enemies close and your ex-lovers closer...
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Billionaire Boys Club novels comes a sizzling series that pairs rich
men looking for romances with some very lucky ladies in waiting… Waitress Marjorie Ivarsson is the picture of naiveté.
Raised by her grandmother, she’d rather go to bingo than go dancing. But when she’s asked to be a bridesmaid in her
friend Bronte’s destination wedding, she finds herself venturing into new and exciting territory. The wedding is set on
the billionaire groom’s private island and Marjorie is fascinated by all the new people she’s meeting. Most fascinating of
all is the man she saves from almost drowning in the blue waters of the island lagoon. She might even have a bit of a
crush on him. Unfortunately, she’s not the only girl who finds him so intriguing. Hot shot television producer Robert
Cannon has a reputation for womanizing, drinking, and partying to excess. They couldn’t be more wrong for each
other...so why are they constantly drawn together like magnets? Praise for the Billionaire Boys Club novels “Blazing
hot.”—USA Today “A fast, sexy read.”—Fiction Vixen “Great storytelling…delightful reading…It’s fun and oh so
hot.”—Kirkus Reviews New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jessica Clare writes under three pen names.
As Jessica Clare, she writes erotic contemporary romances, including the Billionaire Boys Club novels and the Animal
Magnetism novels. As Jessica Sims, she writes fun, sexy shifter paranormals, and as Jill Myles, she writes a little bit of
everything, from sexy, comedic urban fantasy to fairy tales gone wrong.
Can't get enough of Sylvia Day's Captivated by You? Immerse yourself in her world and discover hidden treasures with
this Sidekick.Warning: This is an independent companion to Captivated by You, meant to enhance your experience of the
novel. If you have not yet bought Sylvia Day's novel, make sure to purchase it before buying this unofficial Sidekick.In
the fourth book of Day's Crossfire Series, Gideon and Eva find themselves facing some of the strongest challenges their
relationship has yet encountered. Even as the newlyweds fight for their future, they find themselves ensnared by the pasta past they will have to confront if they ever want to truly move forward. With thirteen million copies in print, the
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Crossfire series and its fiery, flawed lovers have won the hearts of readers all over the world.With this Sidekick, you'll:*
Spend some more time with the characters you've come to know and love* Learn what you might have missed on your
first read of Day's novel* Uncover some of the hidden gems and underlying themes of Crossfire, Book 4* Explore a
possible alternate ending and imagine ideas for a sequel* Get a chance to discuss Captivated by You with other savvy
readersSidekicks are entertaining and insightful reading companions, filled with delightful commentary and thoughtprovoking questions. Readers have raved that they "really put you in touch with the many layers of the novel," "keep you
entertained even longer," and are "perfect if you want a vivid understanding of the story." Designed to be read side by
side with the novels they complement, they'll give you even more reasons to love some of today's best books.Here's the
best part:Today, you can get all of these insights into Captivated by You 100% risk free!Take this Sidekick for a test-drive
for up to 7 days. If you don't love it as much as we love a great novel, then simply return it for a full refund under
Amazon's iron-clad 100% money-back guarantee on ebooks. No questions asked. This is also WeLoveNovels' promise
that you will get more out of the novel than you ever have before, or we'll find a way to make it up to you (contact info
inside). There's absolutely no risk on your part for one full week. So go find that orange "Buy Now With 1-Click" button
and in an instant you can start exploring the book in a whole new way!
SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL: James Bell, Viscount Ormond, is a shameless rake, infamous for his skills in seduction--and
Claire Russell doesn't intend for her sister to become his latest conquest. That is why she's come to the viscount's
private masked ball. The flagrant sensuality and unabashed decadence on display there are shocking, but they are
nothing compared to the scandalous fire Claire feels when James makes a wholly improper suggestion--improper,
indecent, and very, very tempting. MISCHIEF AND THE MARQUESS: Justin, the Marquess of Fontaine and Lady Sophie
Milton-Riley have no desire to marry. To satisfy their mothers' insistence that they would be quite right together, they set
out to demonstrate how completely ill suited they are for one another. Justin is allergic to her perfume. Sophie dislikes
his dogs. He prefers blondes; she, brunette men. But the more they seek to prove how wrong their union would be, the
more right things feel. And when opposites attract, there's no denying the sparks or the heat. RUBY KISS: Susannah
Fowler is in possession of many temptations--an independent nature, a quick wit, and lush curves. She is also in
possession of a fortune in stolen jewels hidden within her favorite corset. If rakehell Carlyle Jameson wants it, he will
have to remove it himself. From her boudoir or from her body. One kiss ought to distract her, but one kiss leads to
another and another, till there's no turning back and no desire to try.
Afterburn / Aftershock
Dominated
Crossfire #4: Captivated By You - Terjerat Olehmu
Seven Years to Sin
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What the Cat Dragged In

From Sylvia Day, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Crossfire novels, comes a novella of the Shadow Stalkers. When
Deputy US Marshal Jared Cameron started investigating a series of arson attacks in the small seaside town of Lion’s Bay, he had
no idea that the biggest blast of heat would come from the fire inspector. Her name was Darcy Michaels—and if there was anyone
that Jared wanted to get down and sweaty with, it was Darcy. Darcy knew what she was bringing out in Jared. In fact, she liked it.
She reveled in making his dirty dreams come true. Stripped down for a scorching after-hours affair, Jared was her fantasy, too. A
hard-driving man who knew exactly what to do to please her. But as hot as their nights were, they had no idea just how wild it was
going to get. Because Darcy has a secret. And a past. And it’s drawing them right into the flames… Includes an excerpt of Razor’s
Edge, another Shadow Stalkers novella. On Fire previously appeared in Hot in Handcuffs
Captivated by You will take you to the very limits of obsession - and introduce you to a hero you'll never forget . . . One of the
bestselling love stories of the century _______ Gideon is gorgeous, wounded warrior, determined to slay my demons. But he refuses
to face his own. The vows we'd exchanged should have bound us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened up old wounds . .
. I felt him slipping from my grasp; my greatest fears becoming my reality; my love tested in ways I wasn't sure I was strong enough
to bear. At the brightest time in our lives, the darkness of his past encroached and threatened everything we'd worked so hard for.
We faced a terrible choice: return to the safety of the lives we'd had before each other, or the fight for a future that suddenly
seemed an impossible and hopeless dream . . . Daringly sensual and intensely romantic, this is a love story that will have you glued
to the page. _______ Praise for Sylvia Day: 'A hundred degrees hotter than anything you've ever read before' Reveal 'Riveting,
sensual . . . You won't be disappointed' 5***** Reader Review 'Lots of sex and gripping story lines' Sun 'If you like Fifty Shades
then you will love these books' 5***** Reader Review 'A powerful love story' 5***** Reader Review
There's nothing more romantic than Valentine's Day...except Sylvia Day. Now in one deluxe box set, the first four novels in the
Crossfire series. The #1 New York Times bestselling author. The #1 worldwide phenomenon. Bared to You He was beautiful and
brilliant, jagged and white-hot. I was drawn to him as I'd never been to anything or anyone in my life. I craved his touch like a
drug, even knowing it would weaken me. I was flawed and damaged, and he opened those cracks in me so easily... Gideon knew. He
had demons of his own. And we would become the mirrors that reflected each other's most private wounds... and desires. The bonds
of his love transformed me, even as I prayed that the torment of our pasts didn't tear us apart... Reflected in You Gideon Cross. As
beautiful and flawless on the outside as he was damaged and tormented on the inside. He was a bright, scorching flame that singed
me with the darkest of pleasures. I couldn’t stay away. I didn’t want to. He was my addiction… my every desire… mine. My past was
as violent as his, and I was just as broken. We’d never work. It was too hard, too painful… except when it was perfect. Those
moments when the driving hunger and desperate love were the most exquisite insanity. We were bound by our need. And our passion
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would take us beyond our limits to the sweetest, sharpest edge of obsession… Entwined with You From the moment I first met
Gideon Cross, I recognized something in him that I needed. Something I couldn't resist. I also saw the dangerous and damaged soul
inside—so much like my own. I was drawn to it. I needed him as surely as I needed my heart to beat. No one knows how much he
risked for me. How much I'd been threatened, or just how dark and desperate the shadow of our pasts would become. Entwined by
our secrets, we tried to defy the odds. We made our own rules and surrendered completely to the exquisite power of possession...
Captivated by You Gideon calls me his angel, but he’s the miracle in my life. My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to slay
my demons while refusing to face his own. The vows we’d exchanged should have bound us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead
they opened old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and lured bitter enemies out of the shadows. I felt him slipping from my
grasp, my greatest fears becoming my reality, my love tested in ways I wasn’t sure I was strong enough to bear. At the brightest time
in our lives, the darkness of his past encroached and threatened everything we’d worked so hard for. We faced a terrible choice: the
familiar safety of the lives we’d had before each other or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless
dream...
A charming small-town Christmas romance filled with family, love, and hope from the USA Today bestselling author of the Last
Chance series. 'Tis the season in Shenandoah Falls and the first time Willow Peterson has been home in years. But she's determined
to fulfill the wishes of her recently deceased best friend and restore Eagle Hill Manor to its former glory-all in time to host the
perfect holiday wedding. She just has to get the owner of the historic inn to hire her. Unfortunately, that means dealing with
Scrooge himself... After the death of his wife, David Lyndon has a bah-humbug approach to Christmas. But as December counts
down and the wedding planning is in full swing, it's harder and harder to stay immune to the charms of Willow, especially when he
sees how much joy she brings his eight-year-old daughter. After a simple kiss under the mistletoe turns into something more, David
is hoping he can turn the magic of the holiday season into the love of a lifetime.
The sensual saga of Eva and Gideon continues in the second novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Crossfire series. Gideon
Cross. As beautiful and flawless on the outside as he was damaged and tormented on the inside. He was a bright, scorching flame
that singed me with the darkest of pleasures. I couldn't stay away. I didn't want to. He was my addiction...my every desire...mine.
My past was as violent as his, and I was just as broken. We’d never work. It was too hard, too painful...except when it was perfect.
Those moments when the driving hunger and desperate love were the most exquisite insanity. We were bound by our need. And our
passion would take us beyond our limits to the sweetest, sharpest edge of obsession...
A Christmas Bride
A Billionaires and Bridesmaids Novel
Fever
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Sylvia Day's Captivated by You (Crossfire) Summary & Analysis
Ask For It
Captivated by You: Crossfire Series, Book 4, is built using alternating chapters from the two main characters', Gideon's and Eva's,
first-person perspectives. Captivated by You uses a unique and most refreshing literary device for romance genre, and one which
proves emotional-ly anchoring for the reader and the couple. Also, unlike many other romance flicks, this book attempts to bring in
and deal with some weightier, real-life issues. The narrative in this book is female focused, as every attention is given to what we
know about female readership preferences. Our male hero, Gideon, is attentive, rich, good-looking - and (bonus, cherry-on-top) yes
ladies he cooks in the kitchen - not just in bed! Eva and most fe-male readership will resonate with his continual doting. Gideon is
very needy on the love he both gives to and gets from Eva. This is so much so, that the book's title Captivated By You is understated
and might be better renamed, Can't Live an Hour Without You. (Yes, it's a tongue in cheek title - or at least his tongue in her cheek(s)
title.) The two main characters are, Gideon, the book's central character, and Eva, the protagonist. Gideon and Eva are two
professional 20-somethings and painfully needy. Largely, their needi-ness stems from their abusive sexual pasts. While, both
characters come from prior dysfunction, they meet their codependent states mostly with boxers down and skirts up. In this novel, sex
is the glue holds all chapters together. There is Monday-night sex, early morning sex, wet shower sex, dry sex, make-up sex, midday
sex, weekend sex, after work sex, and sex after sex .... And, yes, this sex starts to wear thin (as likely so do the sheets) about chapter
10 or 11. However, somewhere between psychosis and gratification, the two seem to truly love one another, as even the primal nature
of the page garners Gideon's "Angel mine," and reflective poetry. The softness of Gideon's poetic times provide balance for the
violent foreshadowing which may be occurring in Day's narrative. Download your copy today! for a limited time discount of only
$2.99! Available on PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. (c) 2015 All Rights Reserved
Eva Trammel, plagued by her own insecurities, is drawn into an intense, obssessive relationship with the wealthy and arrogant
Gideon Cross. "Gideon Cross came into my life like lightning in the darkness. He was beautiful and brilliant, jagged and white-hot. I
was drawn to him as I'd never been to anyone in my life. I craved his touch like a drug, even knowing it would weaken me. I was
flawed and damaged, and he opened those cracks in me so easily. Gideon knew. He had demons of his own. And we would become
the mirrors that reflected each other's most private wounds and desires. The bonds of his love transformed me, even as I prayed that
the torment of our pasts didn't tear us apart."--Back cover.
Angel Adrian Mitchell tries to convince Lindsay Gibson that she is actually Shadoe, the woman he loves and keeps losing, in a new
body, while dealing with a pack of rogue vampires and a lycan revolt.
From the #1 New York Times-bestselling author of Bared to You: “Plenty of sizzling passion and dangerous drama.”—Booklist
Though he’s experienced much as an agent to the Crown, nothing incites Marcus more than the primal hunger roused by his former
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fiancée, Lady Elizabeth. It's been years since she jilted him for another man, but that only means there's a lot to catch up on, a lot to
make up for, and that he's going to enjoy every sweet moment. . . The same drive and passion that sent her into another man's arms is
what brings Elizabeth back to Marcus. Her attraction to him is the one thing she fears, but she's run out of options. Resisting is
impossible. But does she have the courage to surrender everything? Praise for Sylvia Day and her novels "Bared to You obliterates
the competition. . .unique and unforgettable." -Joyfully Reviewed "The undisputed mistress of tender, erotic romance." --Teresa
Medeiros
Nicholas Hunt is the man I hate.For good reason.His opinion of me is tainted by prejudice even before my arrival at his
grandmother's estate, and my first impression of him is just as abysmal.His arrogance and icy demeanor make it clear that he's the
type of man who's best handled at a distance.Fortunately, space shouldn't be an issue inside this Gilded Age mansion and its lush
gardens. If I stick with the servants and he keeps to his sailboat and vintage Porsche, we should hardly cross paths at all.
Unfortunately, at Rosethorn, I find that all roads eventually lead to Nicholas Hunt.Sparks fly as we spar at the dinner table. Fighting
words are flung in the shadows of the palatial halls. We hang suspended in our hatred of one another, painfully oblivious to the heat
and tension that build with every moment we're left alone. We're liable to kill one another, I think...right up until my eyes land on his
lips and a new feeling grips hold of me: lust. What's worse? He knows it.They say you should keep your enemies close, but when
Nicholas tightens his grip on my waist and draws me near, I'm not sure if it's out of loathing or love. One thing's for sure-I intend to
find out.
Perfect Kisses
On Fire
One with You
A Renegade Angels Novel
Date Me Like You Mean It

A young widow encounters the man who fueled her dreams for years in this erotic Regency romance by the #1 New York
Times bestselling author. Seven years ago, on the eve of her wedding, Lady Jessica Sheffield witnessed a scandalous
scene: the young rakehell Alistair Caulfield giving himself to a very pleased—and paying—lady. Shocked yet titillated,
Jessica nevertheless walked down the aisle. Throughout her serene yet unremarkable marriage, Alistair lived in her illicit
fantasies. But now fate has left her a childless widow. Meanwhile, Alistair ran far from his disreputable life—and the
beautiful debutant he could not have. Now a successful shipping merchant, he has little in common with the man Jessica
once knew. But when she steps aboard his ship for a transatlantic passage, seven years' worth of denied pleasures are
held in check by nothing more than a few layers of silk. And as they set sail, they finally surrender to overpowering waves
of passion. “The book that inspired Bared to You.”—Sylvia Day
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There's nothing more romantic than Valentine's Day...except Sylvia Day. Now in one deluxe box set, the first four novels
in the Crossfire series. The #1 New York Times bestselling author. The #1 worldwide phenomenon. Bared to You He was
beautiful and brilliant, jagged and white-hot. I was drawn to him as I'd never been to anything or anyone in my life. I
craved his touch like a drug, even knowing it would weaken me. I was flawed and damaged, and he opened those cracks
in me so easily... Gideon knew. He had demons of his own. And we would become the mirrors that reflected each other's
most private wounds... and desires. The bonds of his love transformed me, even as I prayed that the torment of our pasts
didn't tear us apart... Reflected in You Gideon Cross. As beautiful and flawless on the outside as he was damaged and
tormented on the inside. He was a bright, scorching flame that singed me with the darkest of pleasures. I couldn't stay
away. I didn't want to. He was my addiction... my every desire... mine. My past was as violent as his, and I was just as
broken. We'd never work. It was too hard, too painful... except when it was perfect. Those moments when the driving
hunger and desperate love were the most exquisite insanity. We were bound by our need. And our passion would take us
beyond our limits to the sweetest, sharpest edge of obsession... Entwined with You From the moment I first met Gideon
Cross, I recognized something in him that I needed. Something I couldn't resist. I also saw the dangerous and damaged
soul insideso much like my own. I was drawn to it. I needed him as surely as I needed my heart to beat. No one knows how
much he risked for me. How much I'd been threatened, or just how dark and desperate the shadow of our pasts would
become. Entwined by our secrets, we tried to defy the odds. We made our own rules and surrendered completely to the
exquisite power of possession... Captivated by You Gideon calls me his angel, but he's the miracle in my life. My
gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to slay my demons while refusing to face his own. The vows we'd exchanged
should have bound us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and
lured bitter enemies out of the shadows. I felt him slipping from my grasp, my greatest fears becoming my reality, my
love tested in ways I wasn't sure I was strong enough to bear. At the brightest time in our lives, the darkness of his past
encroached and threatened everything we'd worked so hard for. We faced a terrible choice: the familiar safety of the lives
we'd had before each other or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless dream...
A New York Times Bestseller A #1 USA Today Bestselling AuthorGideon calls me his angel, but he's the miracle in my life.
My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to slay my demons while refusing to face his own. Our vows should have
bound us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened old wounds, and lured bitter enemies out of the shadows. We
faced a terrible choice: the familiar safety of the lives we'd had before, or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed an
impossible dream.
Captivated by You is the fourth novel in the multi-million global best-selling Crossfire series from Sunday Times bestselling author Sylvia Day. Gideon calls me his angel, but he's the miracle in my life. My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so
determined to slay my demons while refusing to face his own. The vows we'd exchanged should have bound us tighter
than blood and flesh. Instead they opened up old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and lured bitter enemies out of
the shadows. I felt him slipping from my grasp; my greatest fears becoming my reality; my love tested in ways I wasn't
sure I was strong enough to bear. At the brightest time in our lives, the darkness of his past encroached and threatened
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everything we'd worked so hard for. We faced a terrible choice: the familiar safety of the lives we'd had before each other
or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless dream . . .Sylvia Day is the number one Sunday
Times and number one international best-selling author of over twenty award-winning novels sold in more than forty
countries. She is a number one best-selling author in twenty-eight countries, with tens of millions of copies of her books
in print. Her Crossfire series has been optioned for television by Lionsgate.
On the eve of his thirtieth birthday, Miguel Santos leaves his high-powered life behind for a visit to the small town he
grew up in... and the high school sweetheart whose wild passion he's never stopped craving. Faith Bennett loved Miguel
the moment she saw him. But she always knew his future was in New York, while hers was tied to the auto shop that was
her close-knit family's livelihood. Pushing him away nearly broke her, but when he took her heart with him, he left
something precious behind. Now he's back, demanding her body, her desire, her very soul as retribution for the pain he
still carries. He won't settle for anything less than everything she's got, but she still can't leave with him and he still can't
stay, and their past has secrets too explosive to share.
All Revved Up
A Crossfire Novel
Sidekick - Captivated by You
A Touch of Crimson
Whitefern
The fourth novel in the #1 New York Times and #1 USA Today bestselling Crossfire series. Gideon calls me
his angel, but he’s the miracle in my life. My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to slay my
demons while refusing to face his own. The vows we'd exchanged should have bound us tighter than blood
and flesh. Instead they opened old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and lured bitter enemies out
of the shadows. I felt him slipping from my grasp, my greatest fears becoming my reality, my love tested
in ways I wasn’t sure I was strong enough to bear. At the brightest time in our lives, the darkness of
his past encroached and threatened everything we’d worked so hard for. We faced a terrible choice: the
familiar safety of the lives we’d had before each other or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed
an impossible and hopeless dream...
"McMurray's love scenes are crackling!"—Entertainment Weekly Set in Brooklyn (with a small-town feel in
the big city), this cat café romantic comedy has tropes readers will adore: Best friend's brother
romance Forbidden romance (can't let his sister/my best friend find out!) Millennial angst (my love life
is a hot mess) Adorable rescue cats in a cozy Brooklyn café When Paige Danvers isn't managing events for
the Whitman Street Cat Café, she is busy navigating dating disasters as a single woman in Brooklyn.
Urged by her boss and best friend Lauren to find a distraction from ineffectual dating apps, Paige
volunteers with a cat rescue organization, where she actually meets a guy with some real relationship
potential. Recent law school grad Josh Harlow is putting in long hours at a Manhattan law firm as he
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gets over a messy breakup. When his boss requires him to do some volunteer work, Josh's sister sets him
up to help capture feral cats. Partnered with Paige, Josh is insistently drawn to the dynamic event
planner and sparks between them fly. One problem: after a steamy night together, Paige discovers Josh is
Lauren's brother and dating him would be a spectacularly awful idea. Particularly considering Paige's
track record. They're both in too deep to walk away—but if they let the cat out of the bag, it's going
to wreak havoc with friends, family, and jobs alike. Praise for Kate McMurray: "McMurray offers up some
irresistible animal magnetism in this quirky romance...Colorful locals and the leads' convincing
chemistry give this romance its sizzle, but it's the four-legged costars that steal the show. Animal
lovers are sure to be charmed."—Publishers Weekly on Like Cats and Dogs
Gideon menyebutku malaikatnya, tapi sebenarnya dialah mukjizat dalam hidupku Pejuangku yang tampan dan
terluka, yang bertekad menghabisi iblis-iblisku sementara dia menolak menghadapi iblisnya sendiri. Ikrar
yang sudah kami teguhkan seharusnya bisa mengikat kami lebih erat daripada darah dan daging. Namun,
janji itu malah membuka luka-luka lama, membuka rasa sakit dan gelisah, serta mengeluarkan musuh-musuh
yang tadinya bersembunyi. Aku merasakannya terlepas dari genggamanku, ketakutan terbesarku menjadi
nyata. Cintaku diuji hingga aku nyaris tak kuat menanggungnya. Pada saat paling cerah dalam hidup kami,
kegelapan menyusup dan mengancam segala yang sudah kami bangun dengan susah payah. Kami menghadapi
pilihan yang buruk: kembali lagi ke kehidupan lama kami yang nyaman sebelum kami saling mengenal atau
memperjuangkan masa depan yang mendadak terasa jauh dan tanpa harapan…
In this Georgian-era romance by the #1 bestselling author of the Crossfire Series, an Irish soldier-forhire falls for an enigmatic French femme fatale. SOMETIMES TEMPTATION . . . A hardened mercenary as
adept in bed as in battle, Simon Quinn can have any woman he wants, but he prefers those who know the
rules of the game. That way it’s easier to leave them behind... CAN’T BE AVOIDED But Lysette Rousseau is
one female he can’t figure out. Beautiful, sensual, seductive, she should be the perfect match for
Simon, yet something about her ties him in knots. Bold and manipulative one time, sweetly innocent the
next, she is an enigma bound to bring trouble . . . impossible to resist. Praise for Don’t Tempt Me “Day
crafts several intricate love stories (for a mother and twin daughters) that seamlessly slip from one
scorching romance to another. Readers will devour every word of this daringly original, boldly sensual
and brilliantly plotted book—and they’ll be breathless by its riveting conclusion.” —RT Book Reviews,
Top Pick “Set against the backdrop of pre-Revolutionary France, this bold, erotic tale of passion and
revenge features a cast of colorful characters and a complex and intriguing plot. It will appeal most to
readers who like their romantic adventures fast paced and laced with earthy language and graphic sex.”
—Library Journal “Dangerous liaisons and deceptions are the key ingredients in the latest addition to
Day’s sexy, espionage-steeped Georgian historical-romance series.” —Booklist
MISLED Special Task Force agent Derek Atkinson has a craving for luscious vampire Sable Taylor. But
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Sable's a bounty hunter, which makes him direct competition in the capture of wanted criminals. Despite
the obvious attraction between them, she won't give him a chance and after two years, he's tired of
waiting for her to come around. So he's got a plan to give them both what they want... each other.
Sable's on a dangerous mission. She's not who Derek thinks she is, so anything personal just isn't
possible. But like most master vampires, Derek's wily and used to having his way. When he traps her on
his ship, she decides to indulge. Two straight days of mind-blowing sex should be enough, but it isn't,
not for either of them. Her heart is involved now, but Sable can't let Derek get too close. If he finds
out what she's doing, he'll never forgive her. Derek, however, refuses to let go. Now he's getting shot
at and asking questions she shouldn't answer. Sable has to reveal the truth... Derek's love has been
misled... KISS OF THE NIGHT Special Task Force agent Alexei Night has had a crush on Interstellar
Council Representative Briana Michaels ever since the first time he saw her on the vid comm. But their
lives are worlds apart. He's a vampire. She's not. There's no possibility of a relationship between
them. Yet he still dreams of her... When Briana's unpopular position supporting vampiric rights
threatens her family, Alex leaps at the chance to protect her and be with her. It's a two-week journey
to her homeworld, and he'll spend it making love with the woman he can't keep, trying to get enough of
her to last an eternity. Their erotic connection is easily established but their bond doesn't overshadow
the danger surrounding Briana. A hopeless romance with a woman whose mortal life is threatened... Things
can't get any worse for Alex. And then somehow...they do.
Sailor Proof
Captivated by You
Crossfire Novels
A Crossfire Novel by Sylvia Day: Summary & Analysis
By Sylvia Day (Crossfire, Book 4)

Continues the saga of Gideon and Eva, whose passionate bond is put to an ultimate test by torments from their
respective pasts.
A reformed rake sets his sights on true love in this steamy Regency romance by the #1 New York Times‒bestselling
author of Butterfly in Frost. The Marquess of Grayson never felt a twinge of guilt when he stole the beautiful Lady Pelham
right out from under his best friendʼs nose. After all, they were well matched in all things̶their sensual appetites, wicked
wits, provocative reputations, and their absolute refusal to ruin their marriage of convenience by falling in love. But then a
shocking turn of events sent her roguish husband from her side. Four years later, he has returned a powerful, irresistible
man who is determined to seduce his way into her affections. No, this is not at all the man she married. But he is the man
who might finally steal her heart . . . Praise for The Stranger I Married “Boldly passionate, scorchingly sexy Regency
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romance.” ̶Booklist “The writing . . . is very smooth and readable and the love scenes very hot and nicely done.” ̶All
About Romance
The instant number one bestseller FROM #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR SYLVIA DAY The final chapter
in the global blockbuster Crossfire quintet Gideon Cross. Falling in love with him was the easiest thing Iʼve ever done. It
happened instantly. Completely. Irrevocably. Marrying him was a dream come true. Staying married to him is the fight of
my life. Love transforms. Ours is both a refuge from the storm and the most violent of tempests. Two damaged souls
entwined as one. We have bared our deepest, ugliest secrets to one another. Gideon is the mirror that reflects all my
flaws ... and all the beauty I couldnʼt see. He has given me everything. Now, I must prove I can be the rock, the shelter for
him that he is for me. Together, we could stand against those who work so viciously to come between us. But our
greatest battle may lie within the very vows that give us strength. Committing to love was only the beginning. Fighting for
it will either set us free ... or break us apart. Heartbreakingly and seductively poignant, One with You is the breathlessly
awaited finale to the Crossfire saga, the searing love story that has captivated millions of readers worldwide.
Captivated By You is the fourth book in the continuing series by novelist, Sylvia Day. It takes the story further and
encompasses the period between Gideon and Eva eloping and their actual wedding. At this time very few of their good
friends know of their real marital status. The novel may be read as a standalone book, but when read as part of the
series; it offers a more in-depth reading experience, since there are a number of references to characters and past
events from the earlier books. Captivated By You is more than just a romance. It may have sexual and steamy lovemaking scenes, but that is now part of the genre. A complex story that does not end when the guy gets the girl, it actually
starts with the guy getting the girl. It goes on to check out their sexual lives and their psychological fears and needs.
Dominance, the need for power and the underlying sexual longing all have an impact on their relationship.Summary of
Leaving Time Includes:* Book Review * Story Analysis * Highlights of Elements many Readers may have missed * Key
Character Analysis* Discussion of Themes, Symbols and Key Takeaways* Chapter by Chapter Breakdown of Entire
BookAbout the AuthorAnt Hive Media reads every chapter, extracts the understanding and leaves you with
understanding and time to spare. We do the work so you can understand the book in minutes, not hours.
Hearts are laid bare in this Shadow Stalkers novella from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Crossfire
series. It was a cool night in Carmel but for Deputy US Marshal Jack Killigrew, thoughts of Rachel were generating a lot
of heat and sweat into his lonely nights. But having her could never be more than a fantasy. She was his best friendʼs
widow. He promised to look after her should anything happen. And thereʼs no way Jack could betray the memory of his
buddy by making moves on the guyʼs wife̶no matter how long heʼs desired her. Rachelʼs marriage had been perfect. So
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had her husband. But fate had a different plan. Now Rachelʼs a single mother, resilient and independent. Itʼs time for her
to move on and let a new man into her life. Jackʼs been there for her in the past but now she needs him in a different
way. All Rachel has to do in convince him that itʼs right, that itʼs the best thing for both of them, and that itʼs about time…
Includes an excerpt of Taking the Heat, another Shadow Stalkers novella. Razorʼs Edge previously appeared in The
Promise of Love
The Billionaire and the Virgin
Crossfire
Captivated By You
Don't Tempt Me
Kept

Captivated by You: Crossfire Series, Book 4, is built using alternating chapters from the two main characters', Gideon's and
Eva's, first-person perspectives. Captivated by You uses a unique and most refreshing literary device for romance genre,
and one which proves emotional-ly anchoring for the reader and the couple. Also, unlike many other romance flicks, this
book attempts to bring in and deal with some weightier, real-life issues.The narrative in this book is female focused, as
every attention is given to what we know about female readership preferences. Our male hero, Gideon, is attentive, rich,
good-looking - and (bonus, cherry-on-top) yes ladies he cooks in the kitchen - not just in bed! Eva and most fe-male
readership will resonate with his continual doting. Gideon is very needy on the love he both gives to and gets from Eva. This
is so much so, that the book's title Captivated By You is understated and might be better renamed, Can't Live an Hour
Without You. (Yes, it's a tongue in cheek title - or at least his tongue in her cheek(s) title.)The two main characters are,
Gideon, the book's central character, and Eva, the protagonist. Gideon and Eva are two professional 20-somethings and
painfully needy. Largely, their needi-ness stems from their abusive sexual pasts. While, both characters come from prior
dysfunction, they meet their codependent states mostly with boxers down and skirts up. In this novel, sex is the glue holds
all chapters together. There is Monday-night sex, early morning sex, wet shower sex, dry sex, make-up sex, midday sex,
weekend sex, after work sex, and sex after sex .... And, yes, this sex starts to wear thin (as likely so do the sheets) about
chapter 10 or 11. However, somewhere between psychosis and gratification, the two seem to truly love one another, as
even the primal nature of the page garners Gideon's "Angel mine," and reflective poetry. The softness of Gideon's poetic
times provide balance for the violent foreshadowing which may be occurring in Day's narrative.Download your copy
today!Available on PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. (c) 2015 All Rights Reserved
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Breathless Trilogy andMastered, comes Dominated, the second novel
in the Enforcers seriesa bold new direction in erotic romance that explores the games men and women play, and the price
they're willing to pay for pleasure. Coming February 2016: The Enforcers Book III: Kept
The worldwide phenomenon continues as Eva and Gideon face the demons of their pasts and accept the consequences of
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their obsessive desires in the third novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Crossfire series. From the moment I first met
Gideon Cross, I recognized something in him that I needed. Something I couldn’t resist. I also saw the dangerous and
damaged soul inside—so much like my own. I was drawn to it. I needed him as surely as I needed my heart to beat. No one
knows how much he risked for me. How much I’d been threatened, or just how dark and desperate the shadow of our pasts
would become. Entwined by our secrets, we tried to defy the odds. We made our own rules and surrendered completely to
the exquisite power of possession...
The fourth novel in the #1 New York Times and #1 USA Today bestselling Crossfire series. Gideon calls me his angel, but
he's the miracle in my life. My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to slay my demons while refusing to face his own.
The vows we'd exchanged should have bound us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened old wounds, exposed
pain and insecurities, and lured bitter enemies out of the shadows. I felt him slipping from my grasp, my greatest fears
becoming my reality, my love tested in ways I wasn't sure I was strong enough to bear. At the brightest time in our lives,
the darkness of his past encroached and threatened everything we'd worked so hard for. We faced a terrible choice: the
familiar safety of the lives we'd had before each other or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed an impossible and
hopeless dream...
“Whether making my heart melt or my head burst into flames, Annabeth Albert draws the reader in and keeps them
captivated.” —Gay Book Reviews The sexy Navy chief and his best friend’s adorkable little brother… It’s petty, but Naval
Chief Derrick Fox wishes he could exact a little revenge on his ex by showing off a rebound fling. His submarine is due to
return to its Bremerton, Washington, home base soon and Derrick knows all too well there won't be anyone waiting with a
big, showy welcome. Enter one ill-advised plan… Arthur Euler is the guy you go to in a pinch—he's excellent at out-of-thebox solutions. It's what the genius music-slash-computer nerd is known for. So when he finds out Derrick needs a favor, he’s
happy to help. He can muster the sort of welcome a Naval Chief deserves, no problem at all. Except it is a problem. A very
big problem. When Arthur’s homecoming welcome is a little too convincing, when a video of their gangplank smooch goes
enormously viral, they're caught between a dock and a hard place. Neither of them ever expected a temporary fake
relationship to look—or feel—so real. And Arthur certainly never considered he'd be fighting for a very much not-fake
forever with a military man. Also from Annabeth Albert: Out of Uniform Book 1: Off Base Book 2: At Attention Book 3: On
Point Book 4: Wheels Up Book 5: Squared Away Book 6: Tight Quarters Book 7: Rough Terrain Hotshots Book 1: Burn Zone
Book 2: High Heat Book 3: Feel the Fire Book 4: Up in Smoke Carina Adores is home to highly romantic contemporary love
stories where LGBTQ+ characters find their happily-ever-afters. Discover a new Carina Adores book every month!
Reflected in You
Razor's Edge
Entwined with You
Pride and Pleasure
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Breathless Trilogy,Mastered, and Dominated, comes Kept, the third novel in the
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Enforcers seriesa bold new direction in erotic romance that explores the games men and women play, and the price they're willing to pay for
pleasure.
Krimi. Imagine possessing the paranormal ability to set someone on fire. Toast. Just by thinking about it. Junko Aoki has those pyrokinetic
powers, and she's using them to leave a trail of smoldering bodies across Tokyo
I'm good at hiding my feelings.Having to pretend I'm not in love with my best friend?Pfft. That's child's play.Here's how I do it: I avert my eyes
when he walks out of his room, shirtless in all his toned glory. I squash the butterflies that fill my stomach every time he slowly unfurls a dimpled
smile. And, most importantly, I keep an arsenal of "personal massagers" in my bedside drawer. Wink.Not to brag, but Aiden Smith isn't hard to
resist if you've been doing it for as long as I have. In fact, we might have continued as best friends forever if not for the fact that I needed him to
play the part of my fake boyfriend.Date me like you mean it, I told him. Nudge nudge. C'mon, just go along with a little lie, help a girl out, and
then we can all return to life as we know it.Except he veered from the plan.He crossed the line.Flirting with me when no one else was around?
Pinning me down and kissing me like that? Okay, how exactly is taking off my bra part of the ruse, Aiden?!I'd ask him about it if I could, but
well...things got ugly and we're not best friends anymore.In fact, we're the exact opposite. Now, I have to play nice even though I want to crush
his heart in the palm of my hand. Pretending not to love Aiden was the easy part.Pretending not to hate him?Well...I might need a little more
practice.
The long-awaited sequel to My Sweet Audrina, one of V.C. Andrews’s strangest, most beloved books—and now a Lifetime movie! Whitefern
swallowed Audrina’s childhood—and now the sprawling Victorian mansion threatens her adult life too... Audrina remembers a better time,
when her husband, Arden, was a young man with a heart filled with devotion for her. He didn’t used to be this ambitious, expansive...this cruel.
But then, the death of Audrina’s father changed a great many things. When the reading of her father’s will reveals that Audrina herself will
control fifty-one percent of the family brokerage—the halls of Whitefern again don’t feel safe. Arden’s protestations become frantic, nearly
violent. And while Audrina didn’t anticipate running the family business, she’s curious to do so. And she can’t help but wonder what had made
her father change his will at the last minute? What did he know about Arden that she didn’t? Trapped in the middle of it all: her fragile, simple
sister—the beautiful, trusting Sylvia. Audrina promised her father she’d watch over the young woman. But after years of relative quiet, the dark
days of Whitefern may have returned...
Captivated by YouPenguin
Summary of Captivated by You
Carnal Thirst
An LGBTQ Romance
The Stranger I Married
Misled & Kiss of the Night

A thief-taker is out to steal the heart of a bluestocking heiress in this sexy Regency
romance by the #1 New York Times bestselling author. London, 1818. There are
disadvantages to being an heiress, as Eliza Martin knows well. Fortune hunters corner
her, friends become opportunistic, and lately, someone is engineering "accidents"
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designed to propel her into marriage. But Eliza is too smart to be bullied. To find the
culprit, she just needs the right man to infiltrate the nest of suitors—and none comes
more highly recommended than thief-taker Jasper Bond. One look at the devastatingly
handsome Jasper and Eliza knows he’s the wrong man for the job. No one will believe an
intellectual like her could be matched with a man of action like him. But Jasper is
determined to change her mind. The intriguing mystery—and the undeniable attraction they
share—makes this a case he can't resist. For Jasper, client satisfaction is a point of
pride. And it's his pleasure to prove he's just the man Eliza needs. "A flawless blend of
captivating characters, clever plotting, and searing sensuality.”—Booklist
A Crossfire Novel by Sylvia Day - Summary & Analysis
Bared to You
Love the One You Hate
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